
 

The Environmental Working Group, a 
Washington-based nonprofit, found 
that of the 1,000 brand-name 
sunscreens tested, four out of five 
contain harmful chemicals with the 
nation’s leading brands having the 
worst ratings (Banana Boat, 
Coppertone and Neutrogena). 

Beyond preventing sunburns, little is 
known about the safety and efficacy 
of sunscreen. 

According to the Food and Drug 
Administration’s 2007 sunscreen safety 
regulations the “FDA is not aware of 
data demonstrating that sunscreen 
use alone helps prevent skin cancer.”  

In fact some researchers have 
detected an increased risk of 
melanoma among sunscreen users.  A 
recent FDA study indicated that a 
form of vitamin A (retinyl palmitate or 
retinol) speeds the development of 
skin tumors and lesions when applied 
to the skin in the presence of sunlight.  
30% of all sunscreens include retinyl   

Avoid the Goop ~ Four out of Five Sunscreens 
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palmitate/retinol as an ingredient. 

We are all aware that UV radiation 
damages skin cells, di you know that 
most common sunscreen ingredients 
also generate free radicals that 
damage DNA and skin cells, 
accelerate skin aging and cause skin 
cancer?  Many of the most popular 
sunscreens cause more free radical 
damage than UV rays on bare skin 
(EWGs June, 2011article Does 
Sunscreen Damage Skin). 

Some of the most powerful free 
radical generators known to man are 
dioxybenzone and oxybenzone, 
ingredients found in many sunscreens.  
A study published in the April 2004 
Journal of Chromatography found 
that there is significant penetration 
into the skin of sunscreen agents.  This 
leads us to question the wisdom of 
coating the body in a carcinogenic 
agent that is absorbed straight into 
the bloodstream. 

High-quality indoor tanning lamps are safe when used 
as directed by helping your body produce just the right 
amount of vitamin D without overdose. 

Look for a tanning device that uses electronic ballasts 
only.  Most tanning equipment uses magnetic ballasts to 
generate light; these are well known sources of EMF fields that contribute to cell 
destruction.  If you hear a loud buzzing noise while the tanning bed is on, that is 
the magnetic ballast system. 

Look for a tanning device that uses different spectrums of light; a sun system 
with red light in the 633nm range will reverse wrinkles and give you more 
youthful looking skin.  According to the American Academy of Dermatology 
blue light in the 417-419nm wavelength can help your skin health by improving 
clarity, tone and texture. 

What is a Safe Tanning Bed? 
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Continued… 



 

 

 


